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VIS ROSENTHAL'S
beautiful small sculptural works make
us realize, perhaps more than anything else could, that mere
size means nothing in art; spirit, conception, and vitality is
everything.
Here are figures and groups, an inch or two
high, but conceived with a bigness, filled with a spirit, and
pulsating with life as only creations of great masters are. On
them one feels the artist has lavished all his skill as a craftsman, and
into them he has put, with an almost reverential hand, all his love and
understanding as a man. That is why they seem so satisfying to the
spectator. They look as perfect as if there had been no struggle between the stages of first conception and ultimate execution. That, of
course, is not the case; on the contrary, there has been and still is
a very hard struggle for the artist in executing his little masterpieces,
but the proverbial midnight oil during these struggles does not show at
all in them. For a long time the artist tried the old ways in order to
get his small statuettes cast, but neither he himself nor anyone else,
was able to do so, and recourse to chasing, as is always done in larger
pieces of sculpture, in his case with such small sized objects, meant the
loss of the finest bloom from his tiny wax models. Just because of the
smallness of his works he must see to it that all the forms are not only
"correct" but, at the same time, fully charged with character and life,
and, for that reason he employs the yielding wax as medium for his
models which, under his sensitive fingers, take on the most fleeting impressions, as it were, as if one could feel the pulse beating underneath
the skin.
Now with the old method of solid casting and then chasing, this
finest and rarest quality would be lost and, in its stead, a more decorative surface quality would be introduced, whilst the innermost life
and truth of the figures would disappear. For only by hollow-casting
can perfection of form be secured; shrinking of the metal and the unevenness caused by it when solido casting is used, being unavqidable;
therefore, in the latter case tooling cannot be dispensed with. So in his
urgent need the artist started experimenting as so many of the greatest
masters have done in similar circumstances, just because they have something special and very precious to express and need a new mode of
expression for it. And so Rosenthal discovered at last a way to ho11owcast his small figures, which, as all the experts in this line have readily
confessed, no one, not even that wizard of the art of small sculpture,
Benvenuto Cellini, has ever been able to do. By hollow-casting, all the'
criginal conception and, so to speak, the handwriting of the artist himself can be fully preserved. Every finger print, even the slightest, will
show direct not by the roundabout way of a later chasing which, even
if the artist does it himself (but perhaps in a different mood to that in

which he formed his model), needs the help of an instrument.
And
that, of course, can never replace the touch of the human hand itself.
Then again, hollow-casting can be compared to blowing the spirit of
life into the still inanimate mask which only then begins to breathe.
Thus, the making of a figure in this way follows, in an almost mystical manner, the giving of life to Adam by the Creator who first
fashioned him with His hands and then breathed His spirit into him,
and made him after His own image.
But although Rosenthal has found the way of hollow-casting such
small pieces, the perversity of nature is often against him and many a
time the casting is spoiled and he has to repeat it over and over again.
Also the model can only be used a few times. Therefore, the editions of
these little masterpieces are restricted to a very small number, which
will soon cause them to become exceedingly rare. This combined with
their high quality and intrinsic beauty makes them into works that will
soon be eagerly sought after by the real connoisseurs, collectors and all
the lovers of the beautiful, because they will feel that here they have
not only something of great significance and loveliness but also of
enduring merit.
I t will interest readers to know that Louis Rosenthal was chosen
by some influential committees in the States to model miniature monuments of General Pershing, Marshal Foch and Lord Balfour, of which
the wax models are included in the present exhibition.
He also did a
beautiful group of "The Unknown Soldier"; this also is part of the
present display.

Actual

Size

"SPIRIT
OF JEST".~ . ,.
A baby fawn with a tiny little tail of his own, neatly curled and carried
quite proudly behind him, sits on a goat. Kind nature has provided it
with long horns and the little fellow uses them instead of reins in order
to guide his steed. Thus the merry pair trots along. The little joyrider raises his one arm high into the air, so jolly does he feel.
Limited to one "first" edition in gold and twelve in bronze.
Price: Gold, $350.00; Bronze, $225·00.
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Note: All illustrations are shown actual size.

BACCHANALIAN
.

DANCE

Two Bacchantes, in their jolly
dance, have forced a most unwilling goat to step to their
lively tune.
What does his
stubbornness help him? The
one holds him by the tail, the
other by one of his forelegs,
he must dance, and dance he
does! The group, in which
every form quivers with life
and movement, is beautifully
composed and balanced and
presents a most fascinating silhouette to the eye.
Limited to one "first" edition
in gold and twelve in
bro·nze.

"INVOCATION"
On a mountain top a youth stands, his head raised
and arms outstretched, looking toward heaven in
prayer. His whole body is straining upward and
his soul invokes the great power beyond to send
him blessing. His hands, with every finger apart,
almost clutch at the air, as if they wanted to
force the god invoked to come down and fill him
with all the wonders of the heavens.
Those
words which Jacob in his fight with the Lord in
mid-stream during the night uttered, they are
here visualized: "I will not let Thee go, except
Thou bless me."
Limited to one" first" edition in gold and twelve
in bronze.
Price: Gold, $300.00; Bronze, $200.00.

Price: Gold, $750.00; Bronze,
$450.00.

"THE
"THE

VIGOR

OF YOUTH"

A Youth-it
may be the young Samson of
whom such a tale is told-has caught two foxes
and is having his fun with them. The one he
holds by its tail, the other, like a cat, by its neck
in spite of their cunning. The poor things are
helpless and have to submit meekly. But the
youth strides on, self-assured, glorying in his
strength, confident of conquering the world.
Limited to one" first" edition in gold and twelve
in bronze.
Price: Gold, $500.00; Bronze, $350.00.

COMBAT"

Two warriors on horseback are fighting each
other. The horse of one has fallen to the
ground. The combat is at its height. From
the solid mass of the group, single forms, a
head, a leg, a tail, shoot out in all directions,
giving the spectator the feeling of the deadly
collision of hostile forces. The best man
will win.
Limited to one "first" edition in gold and
twelve in bronze.
Price: Gold, $650.00; Bronze, $475.00.
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"CENTAUR

AND

BACCHANTE"

"THE

WORLD

PROMOTING

YOUTH"

A young centaur has found a lovely Bacchante. He has invited her to
dance a lively measure on his broad back. And now the two step forth
gaily to unheard music, but its melody flows lightly through their veins,
their pulses beat in the same rhythm and every limb answers to the
call. A spring wind makes their hair fly in the air, like pennants .. JOY
in their youth, in their strength, in each other fills them. The whole
group is a symbol of joy.

New life eternally springs from the bosom of nature. The world, in the
sh.ape of a beautiful won;an and clinging robe, supports a youth, who,
WIth one foot still standing on the globe almost springs into the unknown, ready and eager to conquer life. His strength comes from her.
She seems almost unwilling to let him go and vet she knows that the
hour of parting has arrived, and, with her blessings, he sallies forth,
unconcerned and sure of himself.

Limited to one "first" edition ill gold and tueloe In bronze.
Price: Gold, $800.00; Bronze, $475.00.

Limited to one "first" edition in gold and six in bronze.
Price: Gold, $750.00; Bronze. $475.00.

"SPIRIT

"BACCHANTE"
A long limbed Bacchante, almost boyish in form,
has thrown away her panther skin and unhampered she now dances to a lively tune of her own
flute. Her whole body sways ~ith the music, she
abandons herself, body and soul, to it.
Our
Bacchante portrays the spirit of the dance, that'
balm to the weary mind when troubles are forgotten.
Limited to one" first" edition in gold and twelve
in bronze.
Price: Gold, $275.00; Bronze, $185.00,

"THE

BLIND

BACCHANTE"

All ear to the music of the spheres, the little figure
lifts her leg and spreads out her arms and dances to
the marvelous rhythm that pervades the whole universe. Wholly intent she is, concentrated on what
her ears convey to her. She raises her head as if
towards the sun which her blind eyes cannot see but
at least can feel. There is sweet surrender to the
beauty of nature in this little figure, expressed through
the movement of the arms and hands. Though deprived of sight, Nature has doubly imbued the little
subject with the joy of living.
Limited to one" first" edition in gold and twelve In
bronze.
Price: Gold, $300.00; Bronze, .$200.00.

OF REVELRY"

In utter abandon, the pair of young lovers, a
fawn and a Bacchante, dance into the night body
pressed close to body and head to head. She unloosens her panther skin as even it hinders her'
t~o much, an.d he, in the exuberance of joy, holds
high above hIS head a jug brim full with the most
delicious wine. So the .revelry goes on.
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Limited to one "first" edition in gold and twelve
in bronze.
Price: Gold, $500.00; Bronze, $350.00.

"HERCULES

AND

CENTAUR"

In deadly combat, the two warriors have
come to grips with each other.
Hercules
has sprung on the back of the centaur and
is forcing his one arm down, whilst his
adversary is still holding one of Hercules'
hands, which, when released, will fell him
to the ground. There is wild strength in
the group, and convulsive effort as it were
goes 'through it, the vital momen't is at hand'
as in most of Rosenthal's figures and
groups.
Limited to one "first" edition in gold and
twelve in bronze.
Price: Gold, $650.00; Bronze, $375.00.

."NESSDS

AND

DEJANIRA'.'

The old story of the centaur N essus who, mad with love for the beautiful Dejanira, takes her in his arms and gallops away with her is
here represented with a spirit _of utter abandon, just at the critical
moment when Nessus lifts the lovely form, beautiful as Venus herself,
high into the air and presses her tight to his breast. Every muscle is
tense, a rush of movement goes through the whole group, the lines lose
themselves like arrows in the air, as if nothing could hold them back.
The next moment they will all have left the bit of earth underneath
them, from which they seem to have sprung.
Limited to one "first" edition in gold and twelve In bronze.
Price: Gold, $750.00; Bronze, $500.00.

"SELFISHNESS"
Whoever
has seen in a zoo the he-bear taking the best share of the spoils and growling
at his spouse when she modestly tries to get
a bit for herself, will appreciate
this jolly
little group of two bears in which "the
spoils," however, may be a bottle of (?).
Charity
in such cases usually begins at
home, and thus the little scene mav be con-:
sidered as in the nature of a parable!
Limited
to one "first"
tu'elve in bronze.
Price:

"SPIRIT

OF

$400,?0; Bronec,

Gold,

GRIEF"

On a piece of rock a man sits, stricken with
grief, his back bent, his head bent. He buries
his face in his hands as if his grief were too
great and too sacred to be seen. It looks as
if the whole weight of the world were crushing him down.
He is holding the form of a
beautiful young girl who seems to have died
in his arms, her head still nestles up to his
shoulder and his arm supports her tenderly.
The two figures are composed in such a way
as to emphasize their oneness.
All the outlines run into each other like in a circle; the
outer world is excluded, it exists only as the
hostile elements.
Great loneliness envelops
the little group.
The Spirit of Grief broods
over it.
It is a minute yet colossal monument to one whose earthly cares are past.
Limited
to one "first"
twelve in bronze.

edition

Price:

Bronze,

Gold,

$25°.00;

in gold

edition

and

$r 25.00,

in gold and
\

$275.00.

